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ABSTRACT
Governance System of Japan Broadcasting Corp. （NHK） 
and the Function of Audit Committee
Tatsuo UEMURA
　I was a member of NHK Governing Committee for three years from 
March 2012 to the end of February 2015 and served as Audit Committee 
member until July 2013, and then, as Deputy Chair of Governing Committee 
until February 2015. During this period, I came to have various thoughts 
on what NHK governance should be. In NHK, while the Executive Board 
that discusses the matters of business execution does not have the authority 
of decision making, the President has vast authority. Although the Governing 
Committee has the authority of decision making on the important matters, 
all members are outsiders and strangers in terms of NHK’s management 
and businesses. Even so, we managed to carry it through somehow 
because we had a custom requiring the agreement of both majority and 
minority parties in the Diet on the matters such as the appointment of the 
Governing Committee Members or the approval of NHK budget, and 
because Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications as the competent 
authorities had maintained humble manner instead of intervening the 
details of management, and more than anything, we had elected a competent 
person as Chair. Since NHK is not a stock company, there is no general 
meeting of stockholders, the check by the stock market, or the shareholder 
lawsuit. In addition, there are very few opportunities where the President 
is challenged about his opinions in a public place. However, these days, 
for the agreement of appointing the Governing Committee Members as 
well as NHK budget, the idea of approving that the agreement of majority 
party only is enough has immediately come to be allowed. When things 
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came to this pass, the President who draws public accusation was elected 
and a crisis of NHK has been whispered. Because the knowledge by the 
expert of the conventional governance theory had not been shown about 
what NHK governance should be and the way of the system, I examined 
the problems of the NHK governance system from the viewpoint of the 
company law and the securities regulation law, which is my expertise, namely 
a scientific point of view. Then, providing with the knowledge based on my 
experience, I examined the way of NHK governance and the role of the Audit 
Committee which seems to be the biggest problem in the acting system.
